Introduction
Nevada is a pioneering Binance Smart Chain (BSC) token that will let you
partake in a good investment, with the options of staking, buybacks and NFT.
We prioritize the audit to be held by CertiK. Our team also develops an onlinebased game with the concept of betting for those who invest the tokens. Nevada
is structured with the concept of a low-tax contract, which enables people to do
safe and stable transactions.
Nevada’s various games will be provided to accommodate risk-takers out there,
and play their hearts out!

Mission and Vision
Mission
Our team consists of remarkable game developers and marketers. We are
determined to create the best experience in playing betting games with the BSC
community, prioritizing security, fairness, and profitability.
Vision
In Nevada, we believe that betting is not always associated with total loss.
Taking risks can also be safe, as we pour that belief into a secure, fair, and high
percentage returns through our platform. Everyone has the same chance of
gaining high returns. Simply by holding our tokens, each holder has the same
possibility of gaining from staking the token.

Disclaimer
Nevada, including but not limited to the entire project, currency, website,
smart contracts, and any applications mentioned in this concept paper
(“NEVADA”), is not a regulated, unregulated, or exempted financial or
payment service in any jurisdiction. Any terminology used in this Whitepaper,
on the Website, or inside the app is intended only as a guideline, with no
elective or legal meaning of the same terms in a regulated and/or financial
environment. This Whitepaper does not constitute a contract or any other
kind of contractual arrangement, nor does it constitute an invitation,
solicitation, or offer to invest in Nevada, or to purchase or utilize Nevada in
any manner with the expectation of profit. Before and after accessing and/or
reading this Whitepaper or the Website, and/or utilizing any part or aspect of
Nevada, any user represents and guarantees that they have obtained
necessary technical, administrative, regulatory, and legal counsel. The user
acknowledges and accepts that accessing, acquiring, or using any
blockchain and/or crypto system, token, platform, software, or interface
carries a high risk, and further disavows any claim of any kind against any
community member directly or indirectly involved with Nevada for any
damage suffered, including total loss.

Ecosystem
BSC (Binance Smart Contract)
BNB powers hundreds of projects running on the BSC. You can use it in DeFi,
liquidity pools, DEX trading, or as a payment for NFT marketplaces. The BSC
ecosystem is using Proof of Staked Authority (PoSA) consensus powered by
validators and delegators.
Transaction Fees
BSC blockchains use BNB as gas for transaction fees, which is much less than
Ethereum gas. This allows investors to invest without worrying about incurring
fees.
Transaction Rate
Binance also handles around 100 transactions per second (TPS) compared to
Ethereum, which is 15 transactions per second.
Growth Opportunity
We think that by developing projects on BSC (a much younger network), there
will be lower gas fees and faster transactions per second than Ethereum. We
would be able to grow and broaden our exposure to the cryptocurrency sector.

Staking
We offer an outstanding amount from staking, which is beneficial for
our long-term holders.
Nevada Playroom
The first project that will be launched on our ecosystem is the
Nevada Playroom. This website will allow the investors to play
games and enter tournaments. The playroom has an initial target of
more than 1000 games.
NFT Marketplace
Another exciting project, is the creation of a NFT marketplace,
where artists can sell their beautiful artworks. This exchange will
have a very small transaction fees and the Nevada token will be
used as a payment gateway. We genuinely believe that creating a
utility for our token will ensure its sustainability.

Audit Summary
The InterFI team will perform a line-by-line manual analysis and
automated review of our smart contract. The smart contract was
analyzed mainly for common smart contract vulnerabilities, exploits
and manipulation hacks. For the detailed understanding of risk
severity, source code vulnerability, and functional test, kindly refer
to the audit. While the Audit happens, the token contract will not be
deployed on any blockchain: the smart contract can be modified,
altered or developed by the auditor.

Tokenomics
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MARKETING
Funds to promote Nevada

AUTO LIQUIDITY
Sustaining liquidity pool and help
the project economic wise

Features & Utilities
Website
The web interface enables users to play games and claim their accumulated rewards.
The interface also presents information on the status of ongoing match, games that
are open for betting, and schedule of upcoming championship. Users will be able to
choose from multiple types of games.
Safety
Nevada token aims at unlocking liquidity in smart assets through an end-to-end
decentralized ecosystem, improving on current tokens.
Transparency
Nevada will become a long-term investment token since they can be used to play
online betting games. There are table games, random-number games and virtual
gaming machines. People can find their favorite ones, such as roulette, blackjack, slot
machines and many more. They also can be checked in real-time and have detailed
logs of all transactions.
Evolvement
Nevada is a community-built crypto currency operating in the growing and fast-paced
digital currency space.

Team Board
Nevada Token has a team of developers, designers and marketers who working tirelessly
to establish, grow, and maintain the community

Contract Information

Project Name

: Nevada

Casino

Language

: Solidity

Contract

: 0x52cF099D7C891951eAce3E99ABC580BDa26912fC

Solidity source code on
blockchain

Solidity source code on InterFi Github

https://bscscan.com/address/0x52cF099D7C891951eAce3E
99ABC580BDa26912fC#code

https://github.com/interfinetwork/audited-codes/blob/main/Nevada.sol

InterFi Audit

: PASSED with low-risk severity

Certik Audit

: TBA

PinkSale KYC

: PASSED

Solidity Files

: Nevada.sol, ISelmaNFT.sol, IDEX.sol, IBEP20.sol

Values

Community

Transparency

Nevada is one of the most groundbreaking groups in cryptocurrency, developing
organically at an outrageous pace. We
believe that community is the core component of success. Community is prominent, and Nevada makes the effort to
gather people from all over the world.

Nevada is a maintained community and
supports decentralized tokens. We believe that the foundation of our projects is
built around safety, open communication,
trust, transparency, and community advice. Our crew members are dedicated to
keep connected in the community 24/7
through our official Telegram channel.

Trust

Sustainability

Nevada is audited by InterFi Network.
The majority of the LP tokens have also
been locked. Most of our crews are wellknown in the BSC community. We ensure
that our developers are available to interact with the community on a daily basis.

Nevada aimed to stay. The decentralized
community is encouraging and embracing long term growth of the ecosystem.
The team is determined to provide real
world use cases and higher benefits that
are parallel with ephemeral trends.

